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DIVISION OF COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PLANNING

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE STRATEGY

The purpose of this paper is to describe the major elements of the Technical
Assistance resources which are or will be available to state and areawide
CHP agencies through the Division of Comprehensive Health Planning (DCHP).
In addition to the activities of the Central Office of DCHP, the DHEW
Regional Offices have received funds to support technical assistance. Major
elements of the Central Office program and some of the Regional Office
activities are reflected in this document. It should also be recogni zed
that many technical assistance resources are being developed on the state and
local levels either by CHP agencies or through CHP agreements with other
organizations. We are currently attempting to develop mechanisms to
exchange such information. For this effort to be successful, health planning
agencies must provide DCHP with information on their accomplishments and .
copies of products that will be of use to others.

Activities in DCHP's program were selected based upon results from the
assessment program and a preliminary management study conducted by the
Regional Offices in July, 1973. These indicated that priority areas for
technical assistance are: plan development and implementation, project
review (including Section 1122), agency management, community participation
and education, and data management. These five areas are the major focus of
the DCHP Technical Assistance Program.

In the design of the Technical Assistance Program the following principles
were considered:

1. The Technical Assistance Program should build upon current
resources in the field.

2. Technical Assistance should be geared at capacity or capability
building rather than the direct provision of manpower for specific
tasks.

3. The Technical Assistance Program should attempt to build multiple
centers of expertise to guarantee the capacity for long range
provision of technical assistance.

4. Technical assistance should be provided in ways which have high
cost/effectiveness ratios.



The Technical Assistance Program, based upon these principles and priorities,

encompasses a variety of forms: generic written material, training through

workshops and seminars, and in a few cases one-on-one technical assistanc.e

Resources in this paper are divided into three sections:

I. Available Resources
II. Ongoing Activities

III. Projects Planned to Advance the State of the Art

As more information concerning these resources is developed it will be

disseminated.



AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Technical Assistance Memoranda Series
 

This direct communication between DCHP and the (a) and (b) agencies and
(c) programs disseminates information and methodologies of potential interest

and use to agencies. The following items* have already been distributed.
The series will continue and is expected to expand with the further

development of health planning materials.

TA Memo #1 - Manual for Review and Comment

Region II Task Force on Review and Comment

This manual is a guide to CHP agencies involved in review and comment of
new or expanded health facilities or services. It describes a review
process, discusses the involvement of various agencies in that process,
and lists the Federal programs which require review.

TA Memo #2 - Summary of Facility Planning Methodology at Local Agency Level

Division of Comprehensive Health Planning, Health Resources Administration

This summary describes a framework for facility planning focusing on health
services. Suggestions on sources of data and a description of a general
methodology for information analysis are included. The summary considers
manpower needs and suggests references and items for consideration in
financial review.

TA Memo #3 - Hospital Audit Guide
 

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Committee on
Health Care Institutions

The guide defines some basic accounting terms and discusses various
procedures used in auditing hospital financial statements. It presents
several accounting procedures and provides examples of common financial
statements. A brief discussion of depreciation is included.

Request from: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc.
606 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10019

*DCHP's supplies of some of these documents are exhausted. Where
this is the case, the source of the item is listed and additional copies
should be requested from them.



TA Memo #4 - Debt Financing Alternatives for Hospital Construction

Hospital Survey Committee

The report analyzes the impact of debt financing on hospital construction.
It documents the increased use of debt financing, makes cost comparisons
of major types of financing, and reviews alternatives to current financing
methods.

Request from: Hospital Survey Committee
Seven Benjamin Franklin Parkway
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

TA Memo #5 - The Practice of Planning in Health Care Institutions

American Hospital Association

This document provides an overview of the planning process in health care
institutions--who should be involved and how. It describes a minimal set
of institutional service statistics and recommends that an institution
needs demographic, health status, and health service resource data about
the community in order to plan effectively.

Copies are available for $4.50 from:

American Hospital Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60611

TA Memo #6 - Optimal Criteria for End-Stage Kidney Disease Care

American Medical Association, Kidney Advisory Committee.
Published in the Journal of the American Medical Association,
October 1, 1973, Volume 22b.

The report describes the optimal criteria for the classification of hospitals
according to their capability of providing specified level of stratified
care. It presents some general guidelines formulated by the Committee, and
definitions and optimal criteria for four classes of facilities: 1) chronic
dialysis units, 2) satellite dialysis units, 3) dialysis centers, and
4) kidney transplant and dialysis centers. The criteria are grouped into
specific categories and designated as musts or shoulds, as appropriate.

Request from: Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
875 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611



TA Memo #7 - A Bylaws Model for Areawide Comprehensive Health Planning

Councils

Robert C. Bills, for Region IX, CHP

The document presents sections for an agency's bylaws with a discussion of

the purpose of each section and possible alternatives to the model where

standardization is not feasible. Sections cover corporate purposes. Agency

membership, the Board of Directors, officers, committees, elections,

conflicts of interest, general provisions and amendments. It was written

by a California attorney familiar with the Non-Profit Corporation Law of

his own state and may need some modification for use outside of California.

TA Memo #8 - The Effective Use of Consultant Services in Comprehensive

Health Planning

Donald B. Ardel1 and Maryann Holohean, Published in

Health Services Report, December 1973

The article guides a CHP agency in the selection and management of consultant

services. It specifies several potential sources of outside expertise and

outlines the key steps to a productive consultant experience.

TA Memo #9 - Survey of Hospital Charges as of January 1, 1973

American Hospital Association

The publication contains the results of the 1973 American Hospital

Association survey of fees patients are charged for basic, routine services

provided by hospitals. Sections describe the charge characteristics for

non-governmental hospitals and non-federal governmental hospitals. Charaes

for some special service beds and basic ancillary services are specified

in addition to daily service charges.

Copies are available for $5.50 from:

American Hospital Association

840 North Lake Shore Drive

Chicago, Illinois 60611

TA Memo #10 - Optimal Criteria for Care of Patients with Stroke, Heart

Disease and Cancer

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. All were published

in the Journal of the American Medical Association as follows:

Patients with Stroke - October 8, 1973, Vol 226

Heart Disease Patients - December 10, 1973, Vol 226

Patients with Cancer - January 7, 1974, Vol 227



These reports recommend criteria for optimal care of patients with selected

diseases. These criteria were developed for the purpose of identification

of hospitals capable of providing the most advanced techniques and methods

for the diagnosis and treatment of these diseases. This information should

be used in conjunction with the agency's established criteria for reviewing

applications.

Request from: Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals

875 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

TA Memo #11 - Health Planning and the Environment - A Preventive Focus

American Society of Planning Officials (Project Director,

Michael Meshenberg)

The document defines the conceptual framework of environmental health

planning (EHP) and the relationship of EHP to agency functions. Perspectives

of prevention and of focusing upon the health-related effects of the

environment are presented. Specific parts discuss the conceptual framework,

the areawide health plan, project review in EHP, planning coordination,

EH data for CHP agencies, and internal organization and management for

EHP. A bibliography is appended to the document.

TA Memo #12 - The Size and Shape of the Medical Care Dollar

Social Security Administration, Office of Research and Statistics,

DHEW Publication No. (SSA) 73-11910

This booklet provides an overview of the medical care expenditures in 1972

and the growth in some aspects of health costs since 1950. Some charts

focus on the effect of the Economic Stabilization Program in reducing the

rate of increase in these costs. Other charts specify figures on the

amount and characteristics of several federally-funded health programs.

Copies are available for $.35 from:

Superintendent of Documents
United States Government Printing Office

Washington, D.C. 20402
(Control #1770-00222)



TA Memo #13 - Division of Comprehensive Health Planning Technical

Assistance Strategy and Program
 

This paper lists the major TA resources that are or will be available to

CHP agencies through DCHP and describes the basis for the design of the

TA program. The report is divided into three main sections: Available

Resources, Ongoing Activities, and Resources to be Developed During

FY 1975. Each entry specifies the title and description of the resource.

Request additional copies from:

Technical Assistance Branch

Division of Comprehensive Health Planning

5600 Fishers Lane, Room 11-11
Rockville, Maryland 20852

TA Memo #14 - Workbook for Short-Term Planning

Robert W. Birchfield and Henry F. Keaton

Chicago Hospital Council

This workbook was developed to assist hospitals in a) assembling and

forecasting activity data upon which plans are based; b) evaluating the

feasibility of such plans and budgets; and c) documenting the institution's

planning process in the form of a written plan. Completion of the

workbook is designed to help hospitals in meeting some of their

responsibilities under Section 234 of PL 92-603. The process in the

workbook contains thirteen steps with instructions and a worksheet for

each step.

Copies are available for $6.75 from:

Chicago Hospital Council
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60611

TA Memo. #15 - Reference Manual for Project Review Standards and Criteria

Tulane University, School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine

(Project Director, Vernon Seifert) in conjunction with Region VI

The manual is designed as a basic reference guide to be used with the

Review and Comment Manual developed in Region II. This document

specifies a model set of standards and criteria which can serve as a

basis for Project Review. A suggested procedure for project review delineates

activities of the staff, review committee and agency in using the

manual. It also includes a set of recommendations on how to incorporate

the appropriate standards into a health plan.

Copies are available for $2.50 from:

Tulane University
School of Public Health & Tropical Medicine
1430 Tulane Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112



TA Memo #16 - Computerized Axial Tomography Scanners

DCHP Staff

The memo provides some information on computerized axial tomography (CAT)
scanners. Some characteristics of the EMI Scanner and the Automated
Computerized Transverse Axial Scanner (ACTA) are described. Some areas
which a CHP agency needs to consider in dealing with requests for
acquisition of CAT scanners are also discussed.

TA Memo #17 - Community Health Profiles: Pertinent Concepts, Content and
Output Formats of Community Health Profiles

Community Profile Center
Community Health Services, Health Services Administration

The document describes community health profiles in terms of the capabilities,
data content and applications in health planning. It is divided into four
main sections: 1) pertinent definitions and an overview of the issues
surrounding the use of the profiles; 2) an identification of primary and
secondary data sets, possible sources and reasons for collection; 3) the
analysis, interpretation and presentation of data derived from community
profiles; and 4) a short discussion of the general utility of these
profiles in health planning.

TA Memo #18 - Reading Materials on HMOs

Two documents were included with this memorandum: "HMOs and the Law"
by Steven Epstein and "HMO Feasibility Study Guide." The article by
Epstein discusses the different types of state statutes which can affect
the development of HMOs and illustrates the several basic types of organizational
structures and how they relate to these statutes. The "HMO Feasibility
Study Guide" also discusses legal barriers and organizational structures.
In addition, it discusses the feasibility of developing an HMO in terms
of marketing, provider relationships, and financing. The guide stipulates
techniques and requirements for conducting a feasibility study and discusses
the data needed to determine whether or not an HMO should be developed in
a community.

TA Memo #19 - The Cooperative Health Statistics System
 

This memorandum contained information on the Cooperative Health Statistics
System (CHSS) of the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS). The CHSS
represents an effort to organize a coalition of Federal, State and local parties
to establish uniformity and comparability in the collection and processing
of health statistics. The system provides for collecting data one time only
from each source but for using that data for multiple purposes and sharing
it with other levels of government.

A Data Use and Analysis Laboratory has been established within the Cooperative
System to provide assistance in investigating problems related to the effective
application of health statistics in health and program planning and evaluation.



Four documents were sent with this memorandum: 1) a general articleentitled "The Cooperative Health Statistics System" by Edward B. Perrin, Ph.D.,Director of NCHS; 2) a paper containing a brief description of the sevencomponents of the CHSS and two issues of the newsletter titled "News of theCooperative Health Statistics System, "

TA Memo #20 - Information Concerning Small-Area Data Notes and Data AccessDescriptions

This memorandum described two publications of the Census Bureau: Thesmali-Area Data Notes (SAD) and the Data Access Descriptions. ☁SAD Notescontains up-to-date information concerning publications, computer tapes,and services which are available or being planned for various geographicareas as well as information regarding other activities of the CensusBureau. A section of each SAD Notes issue is devoted to presentations ofapplications for census data which readers have found in their area. TheData Access Description is sent to the subscribers of SAD Notes as it isissued. The 4-6 issues of this publication released each year providevery detailed information on Census Bureau products, activities and services,with each issue addressing a different topic in depth.

TA Memo #21 - A Guide to Comprehensive Health Planning

Arthur Young and Company

This guide discusses the role of the agency and the council in relation tothe Areawide Health Planning Agency Performance Standards. It provides adescription of ☁agency responsibilities focusing on plan development andimplementation. The guide is designed for use in orienting new staff andcouncil members to the agency's role and function. While primarilyoriented to areawide agencies, state agencies can also find it useful.

TA Memo #22 - Compilation of Plans, Standards and Criteria

DCHP with input from 314(a) and 314(b) agencies and 314(c) grantees
This document is an update of the compilation published in February, 1974.It contains both the original material (which CHP agencies sent to DCHP inresponse to a request for plans, standards and criteria) and publicationsthat DCHP has received Since February. The material is arranged by typesof services with each entry specifying the source of the document and abrief summary of the contents:
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TA Memo #23 - Comprehensive Health Planning: Analytic Concepts

_- Blue Cross Association

This handbook was designed to aid participation of Blue Cross Plan board
and staff members in their communities' health planning process and is of
value to a variety of planning participants. Tt is divided into five
chapters: 1) Structure of Planning Decisions and Plan Development; 2) Measuring
Community Health Problems; 3) Forecasting: General Concepts and Patient
Predictions; 4) Judging Facility Requirements from Patient Predictions; and
5) Plan and Project Review. The uses and limitations of particular planning
methodologies and the implicit values and assumptions involved in certain
types of judgement are discussed throughout the handbook.

TA Memo #24 - Manpower Realities and Health Care Costs

American Association for Comprehensive Health Planning

This article provides an agency-oriented, step-by-step program to incorporate
manpower review into the review agency's functions by requiring of the
applicant not only a response to the ☜adequate staff" or manpower availability
question, but also a response to cost containment through manpower cons ider-
ations. The review agency can then implement a manpower plan when it
ties ". . . the production of health personnel, first to the needs of the
individual projects, then to the overall needs (at Teast short-term) of
the health system within the area." ,
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Other Available Resources
 

Some documents have been developed which might be useful to health planning

agencies but are not a part of the TA Memorandum Series. The following is 4

partial list of such documents.

Health Services and Facilities Financial Feasibility Review Packet

The packet contains three papers: 1) Capital Expenditure Review: A
Financial Feasibility Manual; 2) How to Effectively Use the Financial
Feasibility Review Manual; and 3) How Financial Feasibility Fits into
the Planning Process. The first paper is the basic manual and discusses

the review processes for utilization information, financial information,
change rate, and reimbursement. All of these are considered from the
perspective of what important questions and policy issues the review
should address.

For further information contact Allan Blackman, University of Washington,

Department of Health Services, Seattle, Washington 98195.

Health Facilities Planning Guide for Reviewing Financial Feasibility of
Proposed Capital Expenditure Projects

University of Delaware, College of Business and Economics

The guide is divided into the following sections: 1) the basic issues
and problems involved in a review of financial feasibility; 2) the general
elenents of tong-term financial planning for capital improvement projects;
3) scurces of capital, types of debt, debt provisions and niethods for
venga ng debt capacity: and 4) the general framework for conducting a
meenciey Feasibility review, including the use of various types of analytical

techniques, A selected bibliography and ql . :
the document. graphy glossary of terms are appended to

Guidebook for Facility Review
-

George Washington University, Department of Health Care Administration

The guidebook discusses several aSpects of a CHP agency's review and comment
activities. The three main areas are: 1) recordkeeping including suggested
forms and agency procedures; 2) assessing the cost to the agency of conductine
review activities which includes a means by which cost may be calculated
by the agency and a matrix to show the cost of projects in certain cateqories:
and 3) legal aspects dsicussed with the context of general principles of
☁administrative law.



5.
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Comprehensive Health Planning Series: Professional Standards Review
Organizations

Institute for Urban Studies and Department of Political Science
University of Houston, under a subcontract from the University of
Texas, School of Public Health at Houston

This report examines PSRO's as a federal regulatory program for health
care cost containment and quality assurance. The background and legisla-
tion of PSRO's is described as well as the characteristics and functions
Of most PSRO's. There is a chapter detailing several political issues,
including the designation of areas. Another chapter describes PSRO's and
Public Health as well as PSRO implications for CHP.

Model Fund Accounting System for Areawide CHP (b) Agencies

Health Planning Council of the Midlands, Qnaha, Nebraska through aDEW, Region VII Purchase order °

The model fund accounting system has instructions designed to aid a CHP
agency in establishing a system of financial reporting. It describes basic
concepts in fund accounting and the books of record and chart of accounts
considered necessary for a CHP agency. It presents a traditional financial
accounting system which provides for functional breakdown of expenditures
and has a sound cost allocation method. The use of the system does require
the services of a bookkeeper. It can then be maintained manually or can be
automated.

Model Agreement for a State-Assisted Areawide Planning Agency

University of Colorado Medical Center, School of Medici(Project Director, Leland Kaiser) . cime
This paper was developed for the Colorado State Department of Health and isa useful reference document for any State considering using this mechanismto acomplish Comprehensive Health Planning. It specifies mode] provisionsof such an agreement with a discussion of the rationale for each provisionAccountability for the expenditure of funds and the delegation ofspecific functions are included.

Organizational and Administrative Techniques

University of Washington, Department of Health S i
f : e erv(Project Director, Allan Blackman) me

matertalsfortones oestart with an annotated list of readily available| ; ☂ members. Topics listed include iorganization for change and action, board and i ☁Ts.arene.
. C d > ttee skills dis-cussion and dynamics, public relations, and f ndrais{ eeblioaeas

: aa . , | S5 und raising. The biblibibtogene☂three sections: a recomended bibliography, a suppoenygraphy and a listing of the addresses of publishing companies "
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A Model Cost-Benefit Analysis Scheme
 

University of Delaware, College of Business and Economics
(Principal Investigators, Robert L. Paretta and Donald J. Puglisi)

The study developed a framework to improve allocation decision by providing
a better understanding of the costs (what is given up) and effects (what is
accomplished) of various courses of action. The model cost-benefit analysis
scheme provides a cognitive map--a frame of reference for considering
alternatives~-consisting of a series of payoff matrices reflecting the
merits of an individual proposal on the total health care system. The
model includes monetary and non-monetary: values and atdes selection between
independent projects as well as mutually exclusive projects.

9.

10.

Statistics for Comprehensive Health Planning

Public Health Service, DHEW (HSM 73-1217)
(Editors, Jerome Lubin, Junior Knee, Royal Crystal, Valeda Slade)

The document. contains chapters on the role of statistics in CHP and the
integration of data in information systems for planning. Subsequent
chapters present some uses and sources of data concerning health status,
demographic and socio-economic profiles, health manpower, health facilities,
health services and environmental health.

CHP agencies were sent copies of this early last year. Request additional
copies from:

Office of Information
National Center for Health Statistics
Room 8-20
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Area Resources File

Health Manpower Planning Branch, DCHP

This file has base data aggregated at the county level. Included are
demographic, health facility and manpower data. Explorations are
underway to add financial data. The file provides the capability to
print out selected data for each county and to aggregate it for a health
planning agency's area. This enables comparison between area of a range
of planning statistics. Plans are underway to produce a set of data for
each health planning agency. This will be described in a future TechnicalAssistancé Memerandum.
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11. The Consumer Support Group: An Experimental Innovation in Community Planning

Ananda A. Beck and Peter C. Bishop

This research report describes and evaluates the Consumer Support Groupconcept which was one 314(b) agency's way of increasing the active partici-pation of some consumer menbers of their Council. The design of the programwas to promote formation of a group of interested consumer members whichcould attack problems of consumer participation. The group would startwith staff support then gradually become an autonomous force. This reportconcludes with some observations and general recommendations for increasingconsumer participation.

For further information contact Dr. Peter Bishop, Georgia Southern College,School of Arts and Sciences, Statesboro, Georgia 304538.
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I. ONGOING ACTIVITIES

A. Mechanisms for Communication and Coordination

1. DCHP Central Office and the Regional Offices currently support manyactivities which should provide technical assistance when completed.Coordination in this effort is required to avoid unnecessary duplicationand to build nationally on successful regional technical assistanceprograms. However, some duplication of effort is desirable sincefor most health planning functions more than one approach is possible.However, close coordination will be maintained to insure that resourcesdeveloped in one office are available for use in similar activitiesof the other offices.

One vehicle to accomplish this is the Technical Assistance Sourcebook.This Sourcebook describes all the central and regional technicalassistance activities. It has been issued in November and December,1973, and July 1974 and will be updated periodically. Activitieslisted in the TA Sourcebook which are available to all agenciesare included in this paper.

As additional generic materials are developed in the field (localand state level as well as Regional and Central) they will beadded to the Technical Assistance Sourcebook. Copies of genericmaterials preduced by areawide and state agencies can be sent tothe Technical Assistance Branch, DCHP. Questions about the Sourcebookcan be directed to the Regional Offices.

Good communication jis essential both between and within the federal]government and the health Planning field. A number of Federalprograms carry out and support activities which can influenceCHP. These include the Census Bureau, National Center for HealthStatistics, Bureau of Health Services Research, Bureau of HealthResource Development, and the Bureau of Quality Assurance. DCHP isin the process of determining which of the activities of these otherorganizations can be of benefit to the health planning field andare working to coordinate activities more closely with healthplanning needs.

The Technical Assistance Memorandum series will continue with itsvaeduency dependent upon the development of useful health Planningmaterials.
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Health Planning Materials Under Development

Resources under development fall into three broad categories: 1) Resources

to be developed by November, 1974; 2) Resources under longer term development:

and 3) Regional Office technical assistance programs. In the development

of these tools, some CHP agencies have been or will be contacted to provide

their experiences and to review or field test the documents. This is an

important part of tailoring the documents to actual agency needs. The

materials listed below are classified by health planning agency functions

for quick reference.

This work program will be modified by passage of any new legislation that

affects health planning agencies and by the analysis of all the agency

assessment reports. To date as much flexibility as possible has been

built into planned efforts to ensure that when the products are available

they will be responsive to future legislative directions.

Resources to be Developed by November, 1974

As these resources are completed and if their quality warrants it, they

will be distributed as Technical Assistance Memoranda.

HEALTH PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

☜1. Plan DevelopmentResources Document

Anerican Association of Comprehensive Health Planning

Under contract with Government Studies and Systems

This is designed as a practical reference guide for the establishment

and implementation of the Plan Development process. This was developed

as a companion document to the Project Review Resource Document (item 8

in Project Review section). It can be used as a guide for staff and

working committees. The manual addresses not only the methodology for

plan development but also the form and format such a plan might take.

Need Assessment Manual for Areawide Health Planning Agencies

Government Studies and Systems

the document is a guide to CHP agencies in acquiring and analyzing data

on need. The project calls for the design of a need assessment inethodo-

logy applicable to areawide CHP functions, its description in clear

operational terms in a procedure manual, the field trial of the manual

in two operating settings as the basis for any necessary revision, and

the preparation of accompanying documents presenting concepts and

methods for its functional integration into the processes of Health

Plan Development and Project Review. While primarily oriented to area-

wide agencies, state agencies can also find it useful.
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3. Planning for Plan Document Development

Anerican Public Health Association

This is a guide for designing processes and organizational structures
for health plan development. The purpose of the Guide is to assist
(omprehensive Health Planning agencies primarily to prepare a strategy
of, and, to a lesser extent carry out, a sequence of activities which
will produce a comprehensive health plan document. It is anticipated
that the readers of the Guide will include agency Board Committee members
and staff.

4. Determining Health Ne@ds by Zoning Analysis

Arthur Young & Company |

This technical paper presents the design, development and application of

health service zones in determining areawide health needs. The concept
of zonal analysis and its potential use in developing a health plan are
discussed.

5. Educational Package for Plan Development

American Association of Comprehensive Health Planning
Under contract with Government Studies and Systems

This package is designed for use in training staff and council members
in Plan Development. It will build on the DCHP Agency Assessment
simulation package and two resource documents being developed by AACHP.
A pilot institute using the package will be held for Regions I and IT

_ beginning in April. -Separate curricula are planned for Staff and
Council. ~~

STUDIES

1. Guide to an Agency Policy on Studies

Linton, Mields & Coston, Inc.

This document will guide an agency in deciding which studies to perform
and what level of agency resources to commit to the study. A general
process for the conduct of studies will also be described.
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PROJECTREVIEW
1. Project Review Resource Document

American Association of Comprehensive Health Planningunder contract with the Health Resources Development Institute, Inc.in cooperation with the Kentucky State Comprehensive Health Planning Aqency

Practical reference juide for the establishment and implementation of theCapital Expenditure Review Process. This is desianed to he a companiondocument cf the Plan Development Resource Document being prepared byAACHP. It is desianed as a guide for staff and working council inConducting 1122 review.

2. Guide to Reviewing the Financial Feasibility of Proposed CapitalExpenditure Projects
 

Arthur Young & Company

The guide provides basic instructional background to staff members onthe nature of capital financing and the factors that should be consideredboth in performing and analyzing a financial feasibility study. Itwill help the agency to review the validity of studies submitted tothem as a part of the capital expenditure review. It can also beused to review an agency's own guidelines for determining the financialfeasibility of a project.

AGENCY MANAGEMENT

1. Work Program Development Guide

Arthur Young and Company

The guide describes a process for the development of a 314(b) agency's
work program. It is based upon the eight agency functions and indicates
how the work program should be developed as a management tool. It de-~
lineates what a work program should contain; how it should be prepared;
and. what use can be made of it. Program budgeting is also explained.

2. The Policy Development Process

Linton, Mields & Coston, Inc.

This guide contains a suggested procedure for the development ofadministrative policies for CHP agencies. They include policies forthe elements in theperformance standards and designate which person isresponsible for administering the various segments of the policies.The set of policies is simply coded with emphasis upon the formatbeing flexible and easily amendable.
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3. Agency Management Accounting System

Arthur Young and Company

The manual describes an accounting system which will provide management

with financial data in a form useful for decision making. It is capable

of meeting the reporting requirements of DHEW and is simple in bookkeeping

techniques. The system has sound rules for allocating costs and accounts

for agency activities by function. The emphasis is upon generating reports

which will provide useful management data. The manual for this system

traces the recording of transactions and the presentation of reports

through the complete accounting cycle.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION

1. Guide for a Public Information Program

Linton, Mields & Coston, Inc.

This is a guide to CHP agencies in establishing and maintaining

relations with the communications media. It discusses varying levels

of agency activity in both internal and external communications.

Identification of newsworthy materials, presentation and timing of

releases and liaison with press representatives are discussed. Emphasis

is placed upon tailoring the information to the audience for which it ts

intended.

2. Public Accountability Package
 

Arthur -Younq & Company

This package is to guide a CHP agency i ievi i; ; y in achieving proper geographic and
socio-economic representation on its Board or Council. It discusses the
Geceyement or a community profile to determine what representation is

and then discusses how to match existin i ithe desived profile , g agency membership against

Guide for Conducting Public Hearings

Technical Assistance and Continui i5 ng Education Progra
School of Public Health, University of Texas at Houston

This document will provide guidance on conducting public hearings. It isdivided into two parts: wh bli i i
program and hes te eine☂ ybubl tc hearings are important to an agency's

For further informatio iHouston, ☁Texas roe. contact Post Office Box 20186, Astrodome Station,
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PLANNING COORDINATION
 

1. Models in Interagency Relationships

Linton, Mields & Coston, Inc. |

ith agencies of other
This document presents some models on how to relate wit

Federally-funded programs. The activities of each program as well as their
: : aon ; ☁dered.

ossible relationship to CHP activities are same of the factors cons!

The guide will include such programs as ARC, RMP , CEO and Model Cities.

DATA MANAGEMENT

1. Data File Maintenance

Linton, Mields and Coston, Inc.

The report presents a system for the basic organization of CHP data

files. It describes a centralized data bank for medium-s ized to smaller

agencies with the focus upon simple storage and useful retrieval. It

includes an index of categories under which to organize and maintain the

files.

MISCELLANEOUS

1. Provision of Training to Health Planning Participants

Regions I, II, ITI Boston University
Regions IV, VI University of Texas
Regions V, VII University of Michigan
Regions VII, IX, X American Public Health Association

Branch

Available October, 1974 - June, 1975

Each contract will provide eleven training seminars to the staff and Council
of health planning agencies within the Regions covered by the contract. In
general the content areas of the seminars will be based upon the functions
in the performance standards for health planning aaencies. The specific
content will be chosen in accordance with input from all CHP agencies and
after considering the other training and technical assistance activities
in the Regions. While being managed centrally, each contract will also
have an Advisory Committee of local, state and regional health planning
representatives.
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Development of a Simulated Health Planning Agency Training Package

Don Davis Associates, Inc.

This contract will modify the existing 314(b) agency simulation package

into a training tool by updating the package and by developing problem

sets for each function based upon the package. An Instructor's Manual

will be developed to provide the information necessary to use the

simulation package to its fullest potential. The contractor will also

conduct a training seminar to train up to 30 individuals in the use of the

Simulation training materials.
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Resources Under Longer Term Development

Most of these resources are not expected to be completed until the summer of

1975. A few will be later than this as they are two-year efforts.

HEALTH PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

1. Development of a MOdel Health Plan

Government Studies and Systems, Inc.

The document will define the uses and format of a Comprehensive Health Plan.

It will answer the questions of what the plan should contain and what it

might look like. This effort will analyze the decisions which planning

councils must make using a health plan, it will analyze plan documents that

have been produced and it will develop a model or models outlining plan

format and content. "

2. Development of fpproaches tq Determining and Projecting the Need and

Demand for Health Services

Arthur Young and Company

The purpose of this contract is to ascertain and evaluate planning approache

which determine and project the need and demand for specific health services.

In addition, the contractor will develop a model approach to planning for

each of the specific health services based on the evaluation of the original

approaches assessed. Suggested health services for development of planning

approaches include, but are. not limited to, acute ambulatory services, acute

hospital inpatient services, emergency medical services, home health care

services and long-term care services.

3. Guide for Evaluating Quantitative Approaches to Health Planning

University of Michigan School of Public Heaith

The grantee will develop a practical guide directed to health planners to

increase their understanding of what operations research, and related

models can and cannot do. The guide is intended to aid the health planner

in resolving conflicting objectives inherent in health facilities and

services planning problems. The guide will contain a literature review,

an analysis of constraints impeding implementation, and an integration of

useful modeling approaches within comprehensive planning.
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Evaluation of Health System Modeling Efforts Useful in Comprehensive Health
Planning

George Washington University

This project will (1) identify currently available health system models which
can effectively be used by planning agencies, (2) develop a set of criteria
for evaluating the technical adequacy of current and future health system
models, (3) develop a set of criteria for assessing the utility (in an
applied sense) of current and future health system models, and (4) survey
the state of the art of health system modeling and make recommendations
for actions to increase this technique's usefulness in health planning
agencies.

Planner's Manual on Developing Rural Primary Care Program

Cornell University

This project will develop a manual that will evaluate the elements that ag
into success or failure of rural primary care programs; to assess the
potential of health planning agencies to develop rural primary care centers
as well as plan for them, to study the impact on the centers of alternative
strategies that have been applied in the communities and to demonstrate the
potential of a university serving as a technical assistance center to com-
munity groups and health planning agencies in the development of rural
primary care centers.

A Study of Implementation Strategies in Comprehensive Health Planning

Boston Colleqe

_ The proposed study is to examine and analyze the experience of a selected
~ number of health planning agencies in the United States with respect to
implementation of their plans. Approximately 40 case studies of attempts
to implement plans, results of these attempts, nature of plan and environ-
ment influencing each case wil] be presented. A statistical analysis re-
lating these case studies to a general theory of decision making and
community process under development by two of the principal investigators
will be presented. A Policy Guide to strategies in comprehensive health
plan implementation found to be most successful will be developed.

Implementation Strategies in Comprehensive Health Planning

George Washington University, Department of Health Care Administration

George Washington University will] develop a monograph for health planners
which will be useful in designing and evaluating implementation Strategies,
and an annotated bibliography. The monograph and bibliography will bebased on an extensive inter-disciplinary review of the implementation process,Structured around a "working" model of the CHP implementation process.
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8. Strategies for the Implementation of Areawide Health Plans

10.

VW.

University of Southern California

An intensive study will be made of all heal th planssubmittedya
ies in California. From these, two wi e selec

oneurban) for development of strategies rn aoaLionofBlanes provide
. o " : ° ele :

Aivisory Conmittee will develop criteria for se lc f beuuide feed-back
jut in development of implementation strategies and p \s

dueing the course of the Project. A monograph based on these experience
will be developed.

ReviewofMethodologicalfpproaches usedto Determine Heaith ManpowerSupply and keguirements  
 

This project is to develop a monograph to serve as an interpretive aid tohealth planners regarding the wide range of methodologies used in assessinghealth manpower supply and requirements and as a guide on "☜hovw-to-do-it" atthe practical Planning level. The monograph will critically review theVarious methodologies, explain the advantages and disadvantages of a givenapproach, and review in a practical way alternative methods to achievedesired objectives.

Organizational and Political Dynamics of Health Manpower Planning

American Association for Comprehensive Health Planning

The monograph is to provide health planners with a guide in ways to planfor and use organizational and jurisdictional relationships to their acd-vantage in developing and implementating effective health manpower plans.It will stress ways to identify in advance where patterns of organizaticnal]commonalities and differences may exist and how to plan accordingly, andStress methods to bring about improved communications between organizationsand jurisdictions in the resolution of issues and attainment of completeobjectives.

Structural andFunctionalbarrierstoHealth Manpower Planning
 

The Levine Group Incorporated

This project will develop a monograph to clearly define planning barrier(s),background description of each type of barrier, and the impact of a barrieron a given planning activity. Alternatives to certain barriers will beconsidered with consideration of the following basic factors: economics;timeliness in reference to current demand; existing ☜state-of-the-art; "legislative constraints; consumer apathy. A set of recommendations wil]be developed to serve as a guide to planners in their day-to-day planningactivities.



PROJECT REVIEW

1. Development of Criteria and Standards for Health Services
 

University of Washington

This contract is to develop☂ suggested criteria and standards which can be
applied to various health services or potential health services to promote
efficient use of scarce resources in the project review function. These
Standards for planning and project review, as opposed to standards for
licensure and accreditation, relate primarily to economic feasibility, cost
containment, operational capability, accessibility and availability of
Services. Suggested health service areas for development of criteria and
standards include health maintenance organizations, radiation therapy
services, renal disease services, ambulatory surgical centers, and long-
term care services.

2. Legal Aspects of Comprehensive Health Planning

Joint Project by Boston University and Tulane University

This project will develop two manuals on the Tegal aspects of comprehensive
health planning. The first manual will be directed toward agency staff and
Council and will describe actions an agency needs to take to be legally
operating. The second manual will be for lawyers who might be representing
a CHP agency. It will contain a discussion of the laws governing CHP
agencies as well as existing court cases which have involved health planning
agencies.

AGENCY MANAGEMENT

1. Dimensions of Technical Assistance to Support Health Manpower Planning

American Technical Assistance Corporation

This project is to develop a monograph which may serve as a day-to-day aid
to health planners in identifying expertise which is required in their plannina
resonsibilities but which is not readily available in their research plan-
ning organization. First, the document will assist the planner in defining
the technical problem area(s) and indicate the types of assistance required
to approach a specific problem or issue. Second, the monograph will
review alternative approaches to identifying and procuring the technical
know-how for a planning activity and/or support a critical decision. The
information will apply to any type of technical assistance as well as that
to support healthmanpower planning.
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION

1. Evaluation and Development of Orientation Materials for Health PlanningCouncil Members

University of Virginia

This contract is to develop materials that will orient health planning Counci}members to their responsibilities Within their agency. The development oforientation materials will build upon existing orientation/training activitieswhich will be evaluated in the first phase of the contract. Products underthis contract include an orientation manual and seminar as well aS a manuelproviding guidance to agency staff on how best to use the manual and seminar.These materials will take into account the current health Planning legislation.

DATA MANAGEMENT

1, Data Handbook for Health Planners

Bureau of The Census, Census Use Study

This handbook will serve as a guide to local health planners in theuse of census and local data. The handbook will serve both aninventory reference Purpose and a "how-to" purpose. The referenceaspect will encompass a thorough inventory of data sources,identifying executive data Systems and content; a description ofhow to find and gain access; and a descriptive analysis of whatthese data systems can fulfill. The handbook will show in detailhow local and census data can be utilized in planning, programmingand evaluation functions.

2. CriticalIssues Concerning Information and Data Needs To
Support Health Manpower Planning
  

Applied Management ☁Sciences

This monograph is to assist policy makers and administrators in making
~ improved use of health manpower data and supporting information In planning
for the required number of health personnel in the appropriate places,
☁personnel with the appropriate training, and assurances of optimal utilization
of all available health personnel. The document will summarize the major
information user types, the activities carried out by theusers, and the
basic types of information required to support planning responsibilities.
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Evaluation of the Exchange of Health Manpower Information
Auerbach Associates

This study will evaluate the status of and analyze problems related to thecompilation, storage, documantation, dissemination, exchange and access forretrieval of information on health manpower, to include plans and recommenda-tions for dealing with these ☁problems. Objectives of the Study include:
_ improvement in Capabilities for acquiring and retrieving published and
unpublished information on manpower; facilitating users' access to such
information; developing network and other arrangements for Pooling of
information among Federal and other agencies; improving access and inter-
change of information between central] office and Regional Office BHRD
components; and Planning for optimum use of automated procedures in these
Functions.

selected Data Sets for Use by Health Planners
Health Manpower Planning Branch, DCHP

This compilation describes 7] primary data sets, each of which has beenassembled on a nationwide basis with data available in a variety of sub-national geographic and/or organizational components--primarily state/county/zip code.

The 71 data sets are divided into three sections: 1) those available asPublications, 2) those available as computer tapes, and 3) those in thedevelopmental Stage or forthcoming. Each data set is represented by a summarysheet which provides the title, the organization(s) primarily responsible fordevelopment, basic description of data elements, and a contact point forfurther information. When possible, a copy of the survey instrument used{or other pertinent information) follows the summary sheet to aid the userin better understanding the Scope and intent of the data collected.

Glossary of Health Manpower Planning Terms

Health Manpower Planning Branch, DCHP

ealth planners
ver planning, improved» and to Clarify ambiguities between termsi The scope of coverage
f terminology--health
the Planning Processes.terminology is to

riate usage of the term

related activities, manpower related activities, andThe general approach to be used in developing precisefocus On definitions which convey the most appropIn health Planning.
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MISCELLANEOUS

1.

2.

3.

Evaluation Scheme for Assessing Health Manpower Planning Program Impact

The project will assess the impact of Programs designed to strengthen capabilitiesof individuals who are functioning or trained in health manpower planning at_ the State and local levels. This impact assessment will be accomplished throughan evaluation of the outputs of individuals and organizations. The methodologyused in this project will utilize a cost/benefit type analysis of programs andthe actual situations found in those areas where program "graduates" are livingand working.

Evaluation of the State Role in Supporting Health Professional Education

Abt Associates, Inc.

This project evaluated the role of State governments in supporting health
professions education, focusing on investigating desirable methods for
collecting and analyzing information related to the State role in financing,
coordinating, and planning health professions education, and also providingSubstantive information derived from case studies and five selected states.

Inventory of State and Local Programs that Support Health Manpower Training

Applied Management Services, Inc.

This project is a contract study in two phases. Phase I is currently under
Way. It consists of a feasibility or pilot study on methods of collecting
State and local government data on their programs and expenditures for health
manpower education and training in FY 1972. It covers a small number of
State and local areas, and investigates such questions as: use of secondary
Sources, and use of various sampling and interviewing techniques, and alternate
formats for tabulation. On completion of Phase I, the next phase of the study
will ensue using FY 1974 and FY 1975 funds. It will make use of the findings
of Phase I to design and carry out a survey of health manpower programs and
expenditures of al] 50 State governments and a representative sample of localgovernments in FY 1972 and/or 1973.
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Regional Office Technical Assistance Programs

Approximately $1.2 million (over one half of the total TA budget) has beenallocated to the Regional Offices for the support of their technicalassistance programs. The Regional Offices are programming these resourcesin two major ways. The first involves joint regional efforts to securea contractor who could provide a variety of technical assistance servicesto the Regional Office and its agencies. The second involves the RegionalOffices developing and funding specific projects.

The Regional Office Technical Assistance programs planned to date are listedbelow. More information can be obtained from the respective RegionalOffices. a

Regional Office I

1. A contract with Boston University to provide individualized TA tofive CHP agencies in the area of Community Participation and Education

2. Participation in a Tri-Regional Technical Assistance contract

3. Agency Management Models

Arthur Young & Company

Up to 9 models relating to the following elements will be developed:by-laws, hesponsibility delineation, organization Chart, work program,administrative manual, personnel policies, financial managementpolicies, fund raising strategies, evaluation program.

Six 2-day workshops and some individual consultation in the area ofAgency Management will also be provided. The overall approach willbe upon management by objective training.

4. Developing CHP Education Programs

Boston University

This project is to develop a manual of adult education techniquesto increase CHP agency effectiveness. They will also conduct fourone-week seminars for persons with specific responsibility foreducation of Board, staff or community and will provide technicalassistance in education program development.

Regional Office II

Participation in a Tri-Regional Technical Assistance contract.
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Health Plan Development and Implementation

1. Support for the completion and documentation of a State health plandevelopment process. This project includes: the development of a data☁base geared specifically to setting precise objectives and measuringProgress in their attainment through the use of quantitative indicators, adirectory of sources of data required to measure the current status andimprovement in the health care delivery system, a manual of procedures forobtaining and using these data, and a set of formats especially adaptedto the presentation of data for this purpose,

Establishmentof a framework for the development of a Region II health planin an effort concurrent with plan development by the State and areawideagencies. A written report will be produced documenting these efforts anddescribing a feasible framework for further activity to develop a RegionTI health plan.

Expansion of seminar series and resource material on economic and politicalimplications of cost containment in the health planninn process.

Provision for long-range technical assistance to the CHP planning agenciesby the production of an inventory of technical assistance resources inReaion II. This inventory shall identify and evaluate the potential ofthese resources for linkages with the Region II Office of DCHP. Thiseffort shall address all the functional areas and performance Standards ofthe CHP agencies. The investigation to develop this inventory shall bebased on current and anticipated problems for health planning agencies.These shall be identified through the review of assessment reports and therequirements of the new pending legislation.

Development and support of a panel in Region II to review planning technologydevelopment. The panel will include representatives of selected organizationsand universities. A written report of their findings and recommendations forfurther activity will be produced.

Development of model for coordinating areawide and state manpower planningin Region tI. This model is to be developed from a project which will belinking a State's long range master plan for health manpower education toareawide agency planning efforts. The project will include exploration of☜ays to improve the identification of health manpower needs, resources andproblems of maldistribution.

Support for demonstration projects in two States of Reaion II for thePurpose of adopting and integrating the experience, methodology and contentof State health plans to areawide level plan development.
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Studies

Update of an areawide agency's methodol6gy for developing bed utilization data as
a means for determining health service needs and priorities. This model will be
available as a guide for other areawide agencies.

Project Review

1. An analysis will be made of the legal implication of regulatory and review
responsibilities in New York State and New Jersey under their Certificate
of Need laws and Section 1122 of the Social Security Act. The analysis
shall be used as background for written materials and advice to the (a)
and (b) agencies in seminars.

2. Further development of Project Review criteria in Region II include:
a) identification of health scarcity areas in an urban setting; b) guidelines
for criteria for domiciliary care facilities; and c) further development of
health service criteria by Region II committee.

Agency Management

Development of a specially designed management training program for CHP agency
staff. Program shall include an in-service institute and/or on-site training
of agency directors and management staff.

Community Participation and Education

Development and conduct of program for in-service training of agency staff in
consumer participation and education (based on model developed by Columbia
University Continuing Education Program under 314(c) training grant.)

Planning Coordination

Demonstration project has been developed to explore the potential for integrating
CHP and RMP agency functions. The initial emphasis will be in data management.
A report will be produced identifying ways in which the components of CHP and RMP
can be combined under new legislation.

Data Management

Region II coordinating council on health planning data. This council of (a)
and (b) agencies will focus on strengthening the data management capacity of all
health planning agencies through problem oriented workshops, the review of data
resources and the development of cooperative data acquisition and management
strategies. A final report will map out a strategy which describes the data
sets required by areawide and state health planning agencies.
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Regional Office III

Health Planning Research Services, Inc. is a corporation of
the health planning agencies in Region III. Their basic
purposes are: 1) to provide Technical Assistance to Region
IT] CHP agencies; 2) to conduct research in health planning;
and 3) to coordinate TA in Region III. The major activites
for the coming year are the following:

1) Board education in the areas of board responsibility for
agency management, specific health system subject briefings,
and information and techniques for making rational decisions
regarding facility review.

2) Staff education in the areas of agency management and
management by objectives, defining planning methodologies,

. designing planning frameworks, and developing a state plan model.

3) Development of Health Status Resource Allocation System.
This will further develop the Model Hicalth Status Resource
Allocation System, including the design of a regional data☂
system, continuation of the advisory council to oversee system
development, and special training for staff members in the
implementation of the system.

4) Development of a plan for interagency linkage of health
planning in the District of Columbia metropolitan area.

5) Development of methodologies to improve the process of
decision-making regardina resource allocation. The methodoloqy
will at Teast address the following concerns: establishment of
measurable goals and objectives, identification of health problems,
ranking of priority concerns, identification and analysis of
alternatives, identification of need/demand for services in
priority health areas, projection of current supply and demand
levels for priority areas, examination of the relationshipsbetween health status indicators and health service require-
ments, examination of the relationship between the outputs of
health service programs and the impact exerted on target
populations. -

Criteria and standards to guide the process of allocative
decision making will then be developed. Such criteria andstandards will address the questions of accessibility, need,
quality, adequacy, acceptability, and financial impact.
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Evaluation of the Region IIIReview and Comment System
Sue Ginsberg

dy has a two-fold purpose: 1) to improve the Review and CommentMbdebinne of the Regional Office: and 2) to cooridnate Regional review sothat CHP agency input will be meaningful and Simpler to provide. Thecontractor will analyze the current status of Regional reviews eludingwhat grants are reviewed and by whom, how many of each type are reviewethe number of comments by CHP agencies and the Impact of the comments. tis expected that the evaluation will result in reconmendations to tne .Regional Health Administrator for changes to the current Review and Commensystem.

Agency Policies and Procedures

the management and organization of health planning agencies. The set defines
internal agency relationships, and develops operational guidelines to assure
balanced relationships within an agency. A model set of personnel policies
which identify the elements of sound personnel management in a health planning

Regional Office IV

1. Participation in a Tri-Regional Technical Assistance contract.
2. Workshop on grants management in each of the eight states in Region IV,This will be developed by the management support staff in the Region with

George Williams, Region IV as Project Coordinator.

C2
3

'orkshops on PD, PR, AM, CP&E, DM in each State in Region IV. Don Davis
Associates, Inc. -wil] develop these 2-day workshops between now andOctober, 1974.

4. "Bed Need Analysis and Projection for a Multi-County Area" to be studied
by the Health Planning Council for Central North Carolina, Durham, North
Carolina. This will focus on analyzing bed need for use in project
review activities.

5. "Phased Studies for Determining Nursing Home Facilities Status and Methodolonv
for Assessing Present and Projected Needs" to be conducted by the Centra}
Mississippi Health Planning Council, Jackson, Mississippi.

6. ☜Internal Institutional Planning for Health Service Administration" to be
Studied by the Comprehensive Health Planning Council of South Florida, Inc.,
Miami, Florida.

7. "Legal Aspects of Project Review" to be studied by the North Carolina
Association of CHP Directors. Thi j

q
liabilities of the staff, Board members and task force members for their
role in the Project Review process.
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1.

2.
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Consultation to the I]linois 314(a) agency to assist them indeveloping evaluation methodologies for activities relatedto plan development, Studies, project review, data base maintenancewith major focus on cost containment.

The following section lists seminars to be developed and specifiesthe content areas of the seminar and the responsible agent:

 

Plan Development, Agency Management
for State 314(a) and 314(b) Agencies
 

Project Review, Agency Management for
State 314(a) and 314(b) Agencies

 

Illinois Association
of CHP Agencies
 

 

Financial Feasibility, Capital Financingfor State 314(a) and 314(b) Agencies

Indiana Association
for Health Planning
 

  

Plan Development, Agency Management,
Project Review for Region V 314(a)
and 314(b) Agencies

whe.

Support Region V Seminar workshops withpresentations of Facilities Planning,Community Involvement, and PlanningCoordination for State 314(a) and314(b) agencies and Hospitals

  

Plan Development for State
314(b) Agencies
 

Cost Containment, Financial
Feasibility for State 314(b)
Agencies

Evaluation for State 314(a) and
314(b) Agencies
 

Plan Development; Agency
Management for State 314(a)
and 314(b) Agencies
 

Cost Containment for State
314(b) Agencies

Indiana Association
for Health Planning

Michigan Association
of CHP Agencies

 

Michigan Association
of CHP Agencies

 

Minnesota 314(a) Agency

 

Minnesota 314(a) Agency

 

Ohio Association of CHP
Agencies
 

Ohio Association of CHP
Agencies

 

Wisconsin 314(a) Agency
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Tulane Universizy will conduct the follcwing activities:

a) Develop technical reference manuals on
- determination of health service and bed needs
- agency management
- planning coordination
- legal aspects of Review and Comment

b) Establish a Technical Assistance extension agency to funnel universityresources to respond to tie TA needs of individual CHP agencies inLouisiana
c) Develop and implement a university home study correspondence programd) Design and conduct at Teast three week-end seminars in "InstitutionalProgram Planning and Review ard Comment." This will address some ofthe problems and needs of project applicants who need CHP reviewsas well as the problems of CHP agencies

The University of Texas will conduct the following activities:

a) Establish a Technical Assistance extension agency to funnel universityresources to respond to the TA needs of individual CHP agencies inTexas
b) Develop a "Guide to the Use of Cost-Benefit Analysis in Health Planning."The Guide will describe the use and components of cost-benefit andcost-effectiveness analyses. It will relate these tools to the decision;making processes of health planning agencies. Case studies will bethe basis for part of the Study. The last chapter will describe how todo a cost-benevit analysis.

The Civil Service Commission will develop a mechanism to monitor andevaluate the progress made on implementation of the work program of theAgency Development Plan.

Regional Office VII

1. Training seminars on Plan Development, Project Review (including capitalexpenditure review) and Agency Management.

Development of models to evaluate the elements in the functions of PlanDevelopment, Studies, Project Review, Agency Management, and PlanningCoordination. This multiple effort also includes a training proaram inProgram Evaluation Techniques and Critical Path Method Techniques as theyrelate to the ADP and CHP agency work programs.

Model Account System for service/Resource Inventory and Need Analysis

Mid-American Comprehensive Health Planning Agency, Kansas City, Missouri
The model will assist in summarizing need, services and resources from thefour perspectives of a) health status, b) quality, c) cost, andd) accessibility.
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The Nebraska State Health Department will develop a "Guide to Long-Term

Care Alternatives" which will include a cost-benefit analysis.

Ambulatory Care Plan
 

Health Planning Council .of Central Iowa, Des Moines, Iowa

The study will plan, develop and publish an Ambulatory Care Component of

the health plan focusing on a review of unmet needs and services currently

provided in Polk County, Iowa.

Model Personnel Policies & Procedures
 

R.J. Gunter & Associates
Don Davis Associates, Inc.

Two contractors will approach this subject from slightly different angles.

R.J. Gunter and Associates will develop a model plan for staffing and

model personnel policies for areawide CHP agencies. The models are to

be based on the legislative package for Regional Health Systems Agencies.

Don Davis Associates, Inc. will develop a manual on personnel policies

and procedures for the areawide agencies to include (sample or model)

policies with the rationale for them.

Langston, Kitch and Associates, Inc. will] develop a "Data Management

Training Model."

 

Reaional Office VIII

1.

2.

Participation in a Tri-Regional Technical Assistance contract

Planning Framework for a Health Plan

Region VIII staff of Comprehensive Health Plannina and Health

Manpower Planning

The staff will develop an outline of a health plan including three major

components of facilities, manpower and services. They will concentrate

on the facilities framework initially. The framework will include suggested

standards and criteria for use by CHP agencies in Region VIII.

MBO Approach to a CHP Work Program

Applied Management Systems

A 2-1/2 day workshop will discuss how the Management by Objective approach

can be used in a CHP work program. Goals, objectives, tasks, output

measures and man-day equivalents will be presented. During the workshop the

CHP agencies will reformat their work programs in accordance with a form

developed by the Regional Office which integrates the ADP into the work

program.
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Reqional Office IX

1.

2.

Participation in a Tri-Regional Technical Assistance contract

Development of a Methodology to Review and AvevelopmentoFaMethod el nalyze Health i
and to Determine the Financial Feasibility of aProject Service Costs

Lester Gorsline Associates

This contract will address the subjects of rate review, financial information
analysis, budgeting and capital financing, long-range financial forecastina,
and the economic considerations and impact of CHP agency decisions. The
contractor will develop analytical frameworks for review of the cost and
Financial feasibility of both a health service project and a health facilities
project and will specify in detail the data required to analyze the financial
feasibility of a project. Two workshops will be held and a manual on
financial feasibility review will be developed.

Regional Office X

1.

2.

Participation in a Tri-Regional Technical Assistance contract

Health Facilities Planning Activities
 

Arthur Young & Company, Portland, Oregon.

The contractor will develop a state-of-the-art paper on health facilities

planning and identify a minimum set of action steps that a CHP agency must

perform to meet requirements for acceptable facilities planning. The

contractor then will critique facility plans of agencies in Region X and

will conduct a training program on facilities planning.

Development of a Project Review Manual

Educational Resources Associates, Seattle, Washington

This contract is to develop a manual with a suggested set of criteria for.

project review and suggested model procedures for the agencies 1n Reqion X.

To reduce duplication of effort by the Regional Office and the CHP agency,

the manual will also specify the content of the review by the Regional Office

staff and suggest where CHP agency input is most appropriate. Regional

Office staff will help develop the standards and criteria for around

fifteen health programs.
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Evaluation of 1122 Agreements in Region X

Arthur Young and Company, Portland, Oregon

After studying the 1122 regulations, the contractor will develop a concise

written report of authorities and responsibilities for each of the parties

involved. They will then conduct an evaluticn of agreements between DHEW

and Region X DPA's and the operationg procedures agreed upon between

Region X DPA's and 314(b) agencies to determine if the requirements of

Section 1122 have been met.
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Projects Planned to Advance the State of the Art

Projects in this category are to augment current efforts in developing

the state of the art of health planning with major emphasis on the

development of criteria for expensive facilities and services. The

projects described below build on many of the other efforts described

in this paper. They have been designed as a result of information

provided by the agency assessment program and consultation with the

field. At this date the projects described below are being developed

as part of a competitive procurement process.

1. Developing Planning Approaches and Criteria for Health Services

a. Planning Approaches, Criteria and Standards for Specialized

Services

The purpose of this contract is to identify and define approaches

useful for the planning of specialized services and to develop

criteria and standards for these services which can be used in

performance of the plan development and project review functions

of health planning agencies. These criteria and standards for

planning and project review, as opposed to standards for licensure

and accreditation, relate primarily to economic feasibility, cost

containment, operational capability, accessibility and availability

of services. Specifically, the contractor shall develop planning

approaches, criteria and standards for each specialized service.

In addition, he will design evaluation criteria for the developed

approaches, criteria and standards will be field tested in

various health planning agencies in accordance with the plan

development and project review functions and modified to reflect

any necessary changes. The specialized services to be addressed

in this procurement include: preventive services, rehabilitation

services, burn treatment services, trauma services. It is

anticipated that as a result of this contract, health planning

agencies will have a firm technological base from which to

allocate scarce resources more efficiently and effectively.

Working relationships with other Bureaus will be developed

dependent upon the service area selected. Regional Medical

Programs staff will continue to be involved in this project.
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Development of Methodologies for the Health Planner to Evaluate
services Shared by Health Care Delivery Organizations

The purpose of this contract is to develop the methodologies and
analytical tools which will enable health planning agencies to identify
and evaluate existing type of arrangements among health care organi-
zations for sharing services, to identify and evaluate tne potential
for implementing arrangements for sharing services, and to describe
the techniques to initiate these arrangements. Up to sixteen sites,
that are representative of sharing arrangements in the general
categories of: (1) medical facilities and medical care, (2) manpower
resources, (3) administrative and other support services, and
(4) continuing education and/or inservice programs will be visited
to develop case studies of how these arrangements evolved and
their impact on the institutions involved and the quality of health
care delivery to the respective communities. The final product will
be two monographs. The first monograph will consist of:

1) A summary of the existing types of arrangements among health
care organizations for sharing services.

2) An evaluation of these arrangements.

3) Case studies of the sixteen (16) programs visited.

4) An annotated bibliography of recent literature regarding shared
services.

The second monograph will present the methodologies and analytical
tools necessary to identify and evaluate the current arrangements for
sharing services, the potential for sharing services, and the techni-
ques for initiating arrangements and programs for sharing services.

The monographs will be field tested for usability in four (4) health
planning agencies prior to the completion of this project.

The work of the Bureau of Health Services Research will provide a
foundation for this project. The Division of Facilities Utilization
will also be involved.

Relation of Technological Advance to Health Planning

This contract will develop and test a methodology for identifying
new and spreading advances in health technology, and for rapidly
determining their impacts and implications for health planning.
Areas to be considered are manpower requests, capital costs,
operating costs, or other aspects significant to health planning.
The contractor will categorize the types of technological advances
taking place in the health field and develop a methodology to determine
resource requirements and costs of those advances. The contractor
will present his findings in a form which will be useful as a tool
to health planners in appraising the impact of technological advances.

The Division of Health Care Technology, Bureau of Health Services
Research, Regional Medical Programs and Division of Facilities Utiliza-
tion staffs will be consulted on this project.
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2. Developing Methods for Data Analysis

a. Development of a Data Collection and Analysis Handbook for
Health Planners

The purpose of this contract is to improve the health planning process
through the development of a handbook on health system and health
status data collection, analysis, interpretation, and use. The
Contractor shall identify the data requirements mandated or implied
in the proposed health resources planning legislation and the
specific types of information and approaches to data collection,
analysis, interpretation and use which a health planning agency
should apply in the development of its health plan documents and
in its reviews of proposed health projects. The Contractor shall
specify the types of decisions to be made by agencies, the infor-
mation necessary to make those decisions, the types of data re-
quired to yield the information, the sources for these data, and
the advantages and disadvantages of various approaches to the
collection, analysis, interpretation and use of the data. The
product of this activity will be a reference document useful to
State and local health planners in the discharge of their data
collection and analysis responsibilities. Health planning agencies
representatives will be involved throughout the project.

The contractor will identify the type of studies which have been
conducted by a sample of CHP agencies, describe the purposes of
those studies, the methodologies used, and the manner in which
Study results were used. The contractor will also identify addi-
tional types of studies which can assist agencies in carrying out
their responsibilities of plan development and project review.

Techniques for data analysis will be presented in problem-specific
manner. Examples of problems that a health planning agency might
have to address will be presented; the analysis and interpretation
processes will be explained as they relate to the resolution of
the problem. Descriptions of other types of planning problems for
which similar types of analytic approaches would be useful wil]
also be included. Specific attention will be paid to the types
of analytical approaches necessary in health plan document develop-
ment and project review, particularly those necessary for the
review of facilities and expensive specialized services.

The National Center for Health Statistics and the Bureau of Health
Services Research will be involved in the monitoring of this project.

3. Developing Knowledge about the Health Care System

a. Impact of Health Care System Component Interaction

The purpose of this contract is to provide health planning agencies
with a) knowledge on alternatives for delivering health services at
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primary, secondary and tertiary levels of care, and the impact of
each alternative on other delivery components in the system, and
b) tools and methodologies to analyze the impact of introducing
a new delivery component or changing existing ones in the community.

For example, if a health planning agency has determined that its
planning area needs primary care, it has various alternatives to
deliver that care such as hospital outpatient clinics, health
maintenance organizations or office-based physicians. It is anti-
cipated that this contract will furnish the health planning agencies
with various options to providing health care and the impact, in
terms of resources and costs, that each option is likely to have
on its community health care system.

Specifically, the contractor will identify the various components
of the health care delivery system for primary, secondary and
tertiary levels of care. Furthermore, he will analyze the rela-
tionship (including interaction effects) between each component
in the system in terms of resources and costs (including costs
relating to utilization and efficiency). Thirdly, the contractor
will develop and evaluate analytical tools and methodologies for
planning agencies to analyze the impact of introducing or changing
a delivery component of the system in the community in terms of
resources and costs. Fourthly, the contractor will develop a
descriptive model for delivering health care in a rural community
setting and in an urban community setting based on its analysis of
component interaction. Finally, two training programs will be
designed and developed--one for health planning agency staff and
one for health planning agency Board/Council members concerning
health care system options and component impact in terms of meeting
community goals and objectives.

The Bureau of Health Services Research will be Twolved in the
design of this effort.

4. Developing an Informed Planner

a. Health Resources Planning Educational System

The purpose of this contract is to establish organized programs
of study for the development of health resources planners and
for increasing the competencies of current planners and to
establish a mechanism for the dissemination of health resources
planning information to those responsible for the education and
training of health resources planners.

The contract will be operational for two years. Phase I, the
first year's endeavors, will be directed to.assessment of the
current and projected requirements for planners and the
competencies needed, assessment of the current and projected
educational and training programs, and the design and the
development of programs of study indicated as most effective
to develop or increase the capability of planners following an
analysis of the two assessment efforts.
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Phase II will require delivery of and evaluation of the effectiveness
of the programs developed during Phase I. In addition, an
educational resource center will be established to serve as

a mechanism for the dissemination of health resources planning

knowledge and techniques to the community of health resources

planning educators.

The project will be tied closely to related projects just
started by the Bureau of Health Resources Development.

Center for Health Resources Planning Information

The Center for Health Resources Planning Information (CHRPI) fs

perceived as a focal point that will have the capacity to provide

planning agencies with ready access to a comprehensive health

planning related information base. The Center is best

described as a technical resource center and clearinghouse

designed to place at the disposal of planners an extensive

literature related to health planning.

The Center will carry out the following fundamental operations:

1) Collection, processing and analysis operation will include

such activities as: fa) acquiring documentary materials;

(b) quality screening, indexing and abstracting of documents;

(c) preparation of bibliographies; and d) development of
state-of-the-artmonographs. ,

2) Information dissemination and related services include:

(a) announcement services; (b) distribution of full
bibliographies; (c) literature reviews; (d) summaries of
health resources planning projects currently underway;

(e) the establishment of a computer based query response

capability; and (f) development of a service to make
available the full text of publications and reports through
hard copy or microfiche.


